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Abstract:  Many of the core concepts in earth science systems are complex and counter-

intuitive, but well illustrated through imagery and/or animation.  We have developed a

new tool, “ImageQuiz,” that uses wireless technologies to present images and provide a

question requiring a point response.  In the study presented here, we use Peer Instruction

techniques (Mazur, 1997) in a large geosciences class and deliver ImageQuizes via

wireless PocketPC computers.  We will discuss development, implementation and

learning outcomes.

Introduction
Introductory science teaching at the under-graduate level typically relies on static textbooks and

course packs with presentation of materials delivered as monologs in front of large, mostly passive

audiences.  For example, Wenzel (1999) observed that in large science classes, 92% of the time is spent on

lectures, 4% on student questions, and 4% in silence.  With the growing use of course management systems

and pod-casting of lectures, students are left with little incentive to come to class, much less participate.

Over the past decade, instructors in higher education have been experimenting with ways of making large

lecture classes more interactive (e.g., Bligh, 2000).  Increasingly instructors are harnessing developments in

information and communications technology to transform classroom participation and learning in large

classes.  In particular, the flexibility, mobility and decreasing cost of handheld computers have made them

a popular technology for introducing innovative pedagogical techniques inside the classroom and out (e.g.,

Roschelle et al., 2003; Davis, 2003).

Although the use of handheld devices in classrooms is diverse, in general they are employed to

engage learners and to increase active participation in the classroom (Judson & Sawada, 2002).  In the

study presented here, we use Peer Instruction techniques as originally described by Mazur (1997) in one

large geosciences class and extend this pedagogical technique through use of interactive spatial concept

challenges utilizing wireless PocketPC computers.  The technologies we employ (browser, PocketPC,

wireless networks) are largely off-the shelf technologies and the Peer Instruction techniques are well

documented as being successful in undergraduate science classes (Crouch & Mazur, 2001).  However, the

combination is not widely employed due to cost, perceived level of effort to implement, and a relatively

modest volume of data documenting its value to student learning.  In this paper we will discuss the

development, implementation and preliminary assessment of cognitive outcomes from teaching in this IT-

enhanced classroom, involving interactive image quizzes and data manipulation in class at a large research

university in the Midwest.

Research Methods, Design, & Setting
Geosciences: Extreme Weather is a large introductory undergraduate course designed to provide

an introduction to the physics of extreme weather events.  Students examine solar eruptions, climate

change, floods, monsoons, hurricanes, tornados, and other extreme weather events to illustrate the physical

laws that produce these events.  Students are expected to apply these principles to a series of homework

assignments including hands-on weather forecasting and analysis of storm events.  Students’ grades are

also based on three exams.  The class size for the Fall 2005 term is 178 students who meet in lecture 3

times per week for 1 hour per session.  The auditorium where this class is taught is outfitted with a

video/data projector, wired Internet connection at the instructor’s podium, wireless hub for Internet

connectivity throughout the room, and 170 PocketPCs (made available through a Hewlett-Packard

Foundation Higher Education Grant).
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Many of the core concepts in earth science systems are complex and counter-intuitive, but the

concepts being developed are often well illustrated through imagery and/or animation.  We have developed

a new tool entitled “ImageQuiz” that uses wireless technologies to communicate images to students along

with providing a driving question that requires students to make a point response (see Figure 1).  We have

adapted the ConcepTests developed by Mazur (1997) to the specific geosciences course content.

ConcepTests are presented in class, students work with a partner to determine a joint answer which they

then indicate via the PocketPC.  After 3-5 minutes, the instructor projects anonymized answers to the class,

and students are then given 3 more minutes to discuss the results and change their answers if they so desire.

The instructor then solicits discussion about why some answers have changed and explains or restates the

accurate answer.

By requiring students to login to use the PocketPCs we are collecting data logged by the

ImageQuiz software to track their responses to the ConcepTests.  Students in the class are presented the

course material in three ways: 1) standard lecture with no ImageQuiz, 2) ImageQuiz employed during

lecture with no peer instruction, and 3) ImageQuiz with group display and peer instruction.  Specifically,

we hypothesize that students will demonstrate better comprehension of concepts presented via the

combination of interactive graphic display coupled with the peer instruction than those concepts introduced

in standard lecture format or via ImageQuiz without peer instruction.
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Figure 1.  ImageQuiz with spatial

ConcepTest.
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